
With the P-XDJ-XZ NSE from Zomo you get an excellent flightcase for

the Pioneer XDJ-XZ. Beside the stylish look the equipment flightcase

also convinces with a hard-wearing quality. The P-XDJ-XZ NSE

extends the stylish NSE series (Night Style Edition) with a new DJ

Case.The extra wide and black lacquered aluminium profiles and

massive ball corners provide an absolutely high durability and set

professional details. Produced for the challenging DJ use, the Zomo

Equipment flight cases are unrestricted road- and airworthy and

protect your sensitive DJ equipment against damages, leaked drinks

or falls.Also optically the Pioneer Equipment Flightcase can inspire

completely. The modern design in dark, black NSE (Night Style

Edition) is simply stylish and an eye-catcher. To protect the controller

from scratches, bumps or other damage, the XDJ-XZ Equipment Case

is equipped with a practical inner padding.The P-XDJ-XZ NSE is

resistant to cigarette burns and abrasion thanks to the solid, laminated

9mm plywood. Even while your DJ Gear is still in the case, the front

cover can be removed quickly and easily before the gig. As separate

accessory we have the ingenious Zomo EA-1 ergonomic adapter in

our assortment. With this adapter you can connect your headphones

to the DJ mixer in a material-saving way.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Protects your equipment from damage and scratches

High quality workmanship

Very solid construction

Modern design

High quality processed interior padding

Rounded ball corners provide effective impact protection

Butterfly latches

Integrated handles and wheels for easy transport

Cover removable

SPECIFICATIONS

Suitable for 1x Pioneer XDJ-XZ

Built-in outer material 9mm plywood

Colour Black NSE (Night Style Edition)

Weight 16,2 kg

External dimensions 932 (length) x 572 (width) x 209 (height) mm
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